
UNCOMFORTABLE IN A 
CROWD?

Me Too!

By Louise Phillips



What we will cover today

How we feel in a crowd
Why we feel this way
Why we might want to change
Ways to feel more comfortable



It’s important to know yourself

What you do in a crowd
Why you do it
What do you get from your actions
Do you like what you get? 
Do you want to change?



What do you do in a 
crowd situation?



What others have listed:

Stand by the wall
Look out the window
Want to turn around and leave
Hope no one will talk to you
Look for a large plant to hide behind



What are some thoughts you 
get when in a crowd?



Others have said:

Everyone stopped talking
Everyone stopped and looked at me
I’m dressed differently
I’m not as intelligent/sophisticated
I stick out like a pink elephant
I’ll say something stupid



Why do you feel this way?



Why do we feel this way?

Introvert personality type
Lack of confidence in groups
Had a bad experience
Don’t enjoy small talk
Others



Ever been COMFORTABLE in a 
crowd?

Giving a speech
Performing in a group
Being in a play
Working with a group of students
Church



What was different?

People you already knew

You were the authority

You were being someone else

You didn’t have to talk

Talking in a one-on-one situation 
within the crowd



Why change?

Don’t like to feel this way
Can’t achieve your goals
Job requires you to be in crowds



Characteristics of a crowd?

Separate groups
Who is talking
Some people by themselves
What people are doing
Movement
Things other than people



QUESTION

What does it take to be more comfortable 
in a crowd?



You already have some tools?

Good rapport skills
Observation skills
Listening skills
Speaking skills
Smile



Rapport Skills

Body Positioning/Movement
Eye Contact
Backtracking



Observation 

Observe the situation
Determine what you want to do
Do it



Listening

Everyone likes a good listener
Choose whether to participate or 
move on



Speaking 

You can wait until asked before speaking
Ask a question
It’s OK to say “I don’t know” or I don’t 
have an opinion”
I’m just learning about xxx.  This is 
interesting to me.
Not everyone loves a “chatterbox”
Know when to stop



MOST IMPORTANT!

Smile!!!



Plan of Action 

Approach the crowd
Observe the crowd
Determine what you want to do
Proceed



How to approach and observe

Stand on the edge and observe
Walk through and observe
Pick up drink and snack and observe
Sit down and observe
Look for someone you know



What Next?

Do you want to find one person
Do you want to join a small group
Do you want to continue to observe



DEMONSTRATION

One Person Contact



ONE PERSON

Approach
Use rapport skills
Introduce yourself or make casual comment
Ask a question
At some point introduce yourself
Tell them you enjoyed talking to them
Exit
Notice how you feel about the experience



DEMONSTRATION

Group Contact



Group Contact

Approach
Stand on edge, listen and observe
Decide to join or casually wander on
Use rapport skills
Make comment or wait to be asked 
Ask Question
Ask for clarification



And Then…

Exit
Notice how you feel about the 
experience
There is no such thing as “failure,” just 
feedback



Repeat the experience

But do something different



Share your experience with a 
friend



Put yourself in a “crowd 
situation” more frequently.

Enjoy the Success!!



Questions and Comments

Louise Phillips
LPhillips@txstate.edu

512-716-4044

mailto:LPhillips@txstate.edu
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